Munn [9] has shown that for a semigroup S satisfying the minimal condition on principal ideals, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between irreducible representations of S and irreducible representations vanishing at zero of its 0-simple (or simple) principal factors; for the case of S finite, see Ponizovskii [11]. On the other hand, Clifford, [3] and [4], has obtained all representations of a completely 0-simple semigroup as "extensions" of those of its maximal subgroups. Combining their results, one can, in principle, obtain all irreducible representations of a semigroup satisfying the minimal conditions on principal left and right ideals and thus of finite semigroups. However, in constructing the representations of a completely 0-simple semigroup S=J(°(G;I, A;F), one has to solve the problem in matrix theory of factoring the block matrix
Q = ly(PM)-y(pAiPu)U,
ie/\l, AeA\l, where y is an irreducible representation of G (see [5, §5.4 
]).
The main object of this paper is to show that, when dealing with finite semigroups and irreducible representations, it is possible to avoid the factorization problem and give explicit expressions for these representations. Let S be a finite semigroup and J a regular ^-class of S. By M¡ denote the Schützenberger representation of S by row-monomial matrices over G°, where G is the Schützenberger group of J (isomorphic to the maximal subgroups of S contained in /) ([5, § §2.4, 3.5], or [12] ). For every x e S, let T(x) = y[Mj(x)], where y is a proper irreducible representation of G° by matrices over a field O, and y[Mj(x)] denotes the matrix over i> obtained by replacing each entry gKlt of M¡(x) by y(gAß). Then T is a representation of S by matrices over <I>, and we prove (Theorem 1.7) that T has a unique nonnull irreducible constituent T* for which [T*(S)] = [T*(J)], where [r*(F)] denotes the linear closure of T*(F) (r* is given by (10) ). The importance of this constituent Y* lies in the fact that every nonnull irreducible representation of S is equivalent to the constituent T* of some representation T relative to a suitable ./-class of S. This is an analogue to the well-known result in the theory of group representations : every irreducible representation of a group occurs as a constituent of the regular representation [1, 15.2] ; this points to the fact that the direct sum of all Schützenberger representations of a semigroup is a suitable analogue of the right regular representation of a group. The proof depends essentially on an analogous property of finite 0-simple semigroups (in this case T* is the only nonnull constituent of T; Theorem 1.4) and an application of a theorem of Munn ([5, 5.28] ). Hence the paper is mainly concerned with finite 0-simple semigroups and the determination of their irreducible representations. The explicit form of these representations (see (12) ) also yields the solution for the finite case to the problem (stated on p. 168, [5] ) of finding the radical of the contracted algebra Q>0[S] of a finite 0-simple semigroup S=Ji°(G; I, A; P) over a field 0. Indeed, in the Munn algebra 93 (isomorph'c to <P0 [S] , see [5, p. 162]) rad 93 = {X e 93 | PXP e (rad <D [G] )m x »}» An important question from the point of view of algebras is the determination of tPofSJ/rad O0 [5] . In the case of an algebraically closed field, Theorem 3.6 gives a necessary and sufficient condition on the matrix P of S=J?°(G; I, A; F) in order that
<D0[S]/rad <D0[5] 2 (<P[G]/rad <P[G])t where t is the invertibility rank of F (see Definition 3.3). Without any restriction on <I>, we prove that <t>0[S]/rad <b0[S] £ 0>[G]/rad <P[G]
if and only if all the entries of F are elements of G in the class of e mod rad ^ [G] , where e is the identity of G.
Except for the concepts introduced in the paper, we adhere to the terminology and notation of Clifford and Preston [5] . If 9t is an algebra over a field <P, (9')m » " denotes the 9t-module of mxn matrices over 91; in case m=n, we write (9l)m. Throughout the whole paper <P will denote an arbitrary field unless expressly stated otherwise. If M is a matrix over <1> (or over an algebra 9Í with identity) whose entries are not explicitly defined, Mst denotes its (s, /)-entry. By /m_n (m^ri) we denote the mxn matrix whose entries are (Im,n)tj=l if i=j and 0 if i==j; as usual, I, denotes the r x r identity matrix. If M is a matrix over O, M denotes the linear transformation defined by M relative to a given basis. In order to avoid repetition, an irreducible representation is always assumed to be nonnull. If G is a group, whenever we speak of a representation y of G° it is understood that y is obtained from a representation y of G by setting y'(0) = 0, the zero matrix. In order to simplify our notation y and y will be denoted by the same letter. As a consequence of this convention, the unit representation of the semigroups considered (under which every element is mapped onto the identity of ®) will be excluded from our consideration. We suppose also that the reader is familiar with the content of Chapter V ( § §5.1-5.4) of [5] .
1. The main results. Let S be a finite semigroup and J a ,/-class of S (recall that in a finite semigroup 2=/).
Denote by M¡ the Schiitzenberger representation of S defined by J (see [5, §3.5] ). Definition 1.1. Let J be a regular ¿/-class of a finite semigroup S and G be its Schützenberger group. If y is a representation of G° by matrices over a field í>, define T(x) for every xeS by T(x)=y[M}(x)], where y[M}(x)] is the matrix obtained by replacing each entry of M}(x) by its image under y. Then T is a representation of S by matrices over 0 which we call the standard representation defined by J and y.
If S is a finite 0-simple semigroup, S is isomorphic to a Rees matrix semigroup Ji°(G; 7, A; F) over a finite group G, with finite index sets 7, A and with a A x 7 sandwich matrix F=(pAj) [5, §3.2] . Since we are dealing with representations, we can assume without loss of generality, that S coincides with M\G; I, A; F), that I and A have an element 1 in common and that Pn = e, the identity of G. Thus, whenever we speak of a finite 0-simple semigroup S, then S=JÍ°(G;I, A; F) where |7| =m, | A| =«, 7, A, F satisfying also the preceding requirements. For such a semigroup, the Schützenberger representation defined by J= 5\0 is simply Mj(a;i,X) = P(a;i, A), where P(a; i, X) denotes the ordinary product of the matrix F by (a; /, A) considered as an Ix A matrix over G° having the (/, A)-entry equal to a and 0 elsewhere ([5, Theorem 3.17]). The standard representation defined by 5\0 and y is then Tía; /, A) = y[P(a; i, A)].
The first two propositions are of independent interest illustrating the nature of the standard representation. Recall that V is called proper if (i) T(z) = 0 if S has a zero z;
(ii) T is not decomposable into two representations, one of which is null. Let f=rank y(P) and let A be the matrix of a change of basis of the vector space on which y(P) acts adapted to the nullspace of y(P). Then AT(a;i,X)A~1
= Ay(P)y[(a; i, A)]/!-1, where Ay(P) is an nrxmr matrix having 0 in the nr-t last rows. It follows that AT(a; i, X)A ~1 has the form (1) and Y* defines a representation of 5 of degree t. Lemma 1.6. rank y(P) = rank il + r where r is the degree ofiy.
Proof. Suppose that y(P) has rank t. Then y(P) has a set Z of t linearly independent rows. Since y(pxx) = y(e) = Ir, we may suppose that Z contains the first r rows of y(P). Let F be the subset of A x {1,..., r} which serves as the index set of rows in Z. We will show that the corresponding rows in Q. are linearly independent. Assume that for scalars aAs we have, for every i e I*, k= 1, 2,..., r,
Since y(p\X) -y(p\Xpxx) = 0 (pxx = e), (2) is valid for every i el. Hence the lefthand side of (2) is a linear combination of the rows of y(P) indexed by the set F. These rows are linearly independent; since the different aAs appear as coefficients in (2) , it follows that aAs = 0 for every (A, s) e T, X==l. Therefore rank Q.^t -r.
Conversely, suppose that Í2 has rank t'. Similarly as above, let Z' be a set of t' linearly independent rows of Q and F'£ A*x{l, 2,..., r} be the index set of rows in Z'. Let Tx = T' u ({1} x {1, 2,..., r}) and suppose that for elements aAs of <P and for every ieI, k=l,2,..
.,r, ■we have
In particular for /= 1, (3) gives (4)Subtracting (5) from (3) Proof. First observe that the Schützenberger representation relative to a regular ./-class J coincides on J with the Schützenberger representation of the principal factor Q(J) relative to J. Consequently the standard representation restricted to J and the standard representation of Q(J) restricted to J coincide. Since J is a regular ./-class of S, we have that Q(J)^Jiy°(G; I, A; P) for some sandwich matrix F. Even though there are different choices of F, in what follows, they lead to equivalent representations since any two such matrices F are equivalent (see [5, 
Corollary 3.12]).
If A is the matrix of a change of basis adapted to the null space of y(P), then for every xe S,
Am(x) A22(x)J ' (7) AY(x)A^ = where Y*(x) is a / x / matrix (z = rank y(P)). We will show that Y* has the required properties. .0 0
Since F*(e)=It, this implies for every x e S,
T*(xe) = r*(x).
Observing that F*(xe) = r*(ex), a straightforward computation shows that r*(x)r*(y) = r*(xy) (see [5, p. 173] , where a similar computation is performed).
Thus T* is a representation of S; it is irreducible since it is irreducible on Q(J). (9) and (8j), it follows that T0 and T* are equivalent, which establishes the second assertion. The preceding proof yields a general formula for an irreducible representation T* of S defined by its apex J and an irreducible representation y of the group of J.
For every xe S, (10) r*(x) = I^AyiMjWA-1!^, where r is the degree of y, ? = rank y(P) (P is a matrix of Q(J)), and A the matrix of a change of basis adapted to the null-space of y(P). Remark. If S is a finite 0-simple semigroup, the standard representation T, defined by an irreducible y, has only one nonnull constituent F*. If S is not 0-simple, then T has, in gênerai, nonnull constituents distinct from T*. The following example illustrates this situation. Let T=J?°({e}; I, A; P) where 2. The radical of the algebra of a finite 0-simple semigroup. Let S=^°(G ; 7, A ; F) be a finite 0-simple semigroup. For a given irreducible representation y of G of degree r over i>, as before we denote by A the nr x nr matrix defining a change of basis of the vector space on which y(P) acts, adapted to the null-space of y(P). Let F be the mr x mr matrix defining a change of basis of the vector space of y (P) adapted to the range of y(P). Then 
It,nrAy(P)y(X)A'1Inr¡t = 0. In particular, for char <J> = 0 (considered by Teissier [14] ), 9i9î = 0, and conversely 9tx = 0 implies x e 9Î (i.e., the radical is the right annihilator of 91).
Returning to the general case of a finite 0-simple semigroup, writing for ^£93, X=(xjll), the relation PXP e (rad ^a{G])n xm is equivalent to the system
PuXjuPm e rad °[G] (' e A A e A).
Thus if char O = 0 and pM = e for every i e I, X e A, in the Munn algebra the radical is given by the subalgebra of Ix A matrices over 0[G] whose entries xju satisfy 2;,« xiu = 0-Translated into the semigroup algebra, this yields the following corollary, generalizing the result of Teissier [13] concerning finite left simple semigroups.
We call a completely (O)-simple semigroup S a rectangular group (with zero) if the matrix P of S has all its entries equal to e. Such a semigroup is isomorphic to the Cartesian product G x E of a group and a rectangular band ((G x E)°). where e is the identity of G. If Pit = 0 for some t e I, then for every v e A, xlv does not appear in (18). From the equivalence of (18) and (19), for every v e A, xiv cannot appear in (19). But xiv certainly appears in (19) relative to the couple (A, i) such that pkt¥=0 and Pn^Q-Thus pit ^ 0, and a similar proof shows that phk ^ 0 for every A e A, k e I. S is then a 0-simple semigroup without zero divisors. Assuming that F has been normalized so that for every A e A, /zA1=e, and for every i e I, pXi = e, ( 18) and (19), respectively, become The converse part will follow from Theorem 3.6 which deals with a more general situation.
Remark. In the course of the proof of Theorem 3.2, we have shown that dim4 (0[G]/rad ®[G]) equals the rank of the system of linear equations over i> obtained by writing (17) in terms of the unknown coefficients rfiy of xkv = 2r=i vVgi for an arbitrarily fixed pair k, v. We will make use of this remark in the proof of Theorem 3.6.
In order to state the next theorem in a convenient form, we introduce new definitions concerning matrices over an algebra £ with identity e over O. Definition 3.3. Let F be an « x m matrix over an algebra 2 with identity over i>. The invertibility rank or i-rank of F is the largest integer r such that F has an invertible rxr submatrix M.
In general, the /-rank of F is less than or equal to the usual rank of F as defined in [2, p. 166] . Note that even if all the entries of F are different from 0, F may have /-rank 0. In the next definition, by a permutational matrix we mean a matrix having only one nonzero entry, equal to e, in each row and in each column. In the case of matrices over a field <î (~ 0[{e}]), the /-rank coincides with the usual rank, and it can easily be shown that every nonnull matrix over <P is a O-matrix. In general, to show that F is a <î-matrix one has to find a submatrix M satisfying the requirements of Definition 3.4. However, it will follow from the proof of the next lemma, that if F is a O-matrix, then F has property (23) with Q relative to any maximal invertible submatrix M. If/-rank of F equals min {|/|, |A|} (i.e., P is of maximal /-rank), then F is a O-matrix. This can be verified directly but it also follows obviously from the next lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let P=(pm) be an nxm matrix over an algebra £ with identity over <I>. Suppose that P has invertibility rank t over 0 [G] . FAezz the following conditions are equivalent (i) F is a ^-matrix;
(ii) For every irreducible representation y of £ by rxr matrices over Q>, the block matrix y(P) obtained by replacing pAi by y(pM) has rank rt over <I>. ■AP'Q'P') = y(P')y(Q')y(P') = y(P'f But then ranky(M) S rank y(F') S rank y(Q') = rank y(Af).
Thus rank y(P') = rank y(M) = rt. Since P' = APB~1, with A and B invertible, it follows that rank y(F) = rank y(P') = rt.
Conversely, assume that y(P) has rank rt where r is the degree of the irreducible representation y. Let M be any invertible / x t submatrix of P. With suitable permutational matrices A and B, we have Lo oj we get y(Q') = lmr.rMM)]-'lrt,nr, and (24) implies y(P'Q'P') = y(P') for every irreducible representation y. Hence P'Q'P'-P'e (rad S)nxm. Letting ß = ß-1ß'/4, it follows easily that PQP-P e (rad £)n " m, i.e., F is a O-matrix. (2) Suppose that 3> is an algebraically closed field and that (26) holds. We will
show that for every irreducible representation y" of G (a= 1, 2,..., s) of degree ra, the matrix y"(P) has rank zy over <I> (recall that t is the /-rank of F). By Lemma 3.5, it will follow that F is a i>-matrix. Keeping the same notation Thus the linear systems arising from (27) and (28) are equivalent. Since rank y"(P) = ta, the rank of the latter is 2o = 11%. Hence k = 2J = i t" ; moreover, for every o= 1, 2,..., s, t0^r"t. On the other hand, by [1, 12.7] , noting that <D This together with ta^tra, yields ta = tra. Thus, for every a= 1, 2,..., s, y"(P) has rank r"i and F is a O-matrix.
In conclusion, we list a few open problems. Theorem 3.2 shows that for the case i = 1, the converse part of 3.5 holds without the assumption that 0 be algebraically closed. Is it possible to drop this assumption also in the case t> 1? When the sandwich matrix F of a finite 0-simple S is not a 4>-matrix, what is the structure of <i>0[S]/rad O0 [5] ? In [7, Theorem 5 .20], Hewitt and Zuckerman have characterized the radical of the algebra of any finite semigroup over the field of complex numbers. Can Theorem 2.1 be derived from their result ?
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